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Introduction
Do you sense there is something significant missing from your life or career path? Maybe you’ve
felt this way for some time but never really expressed it. I can understand, many people might
feel the same way but the topic of restlessness or dissatisfaction is not a topic of frequent
conversation.
My name is Camille K. Walker. I am a lawyer and the founder of my own personal development
company. It is the result of a lifelong dream that I have the opportunity to experience the best
of both worlds. Some years ago, I started a business to equip and empower professionals seeking
to discover their true desires and to create meaningful success. This work absolutely fascinates
me and I can’t think of anything else I’d rather be doing. To guide, empower and inspire people
to discover what they really want and help them create their own freedom to make a difference
is the ultimate success!
Now, thinking back on my own journey, I realized along the way that after obtaining a license to
practice law, I sensed there was more I was supposed to do than use the degree in just a
traditional way. I took some time to get to know my true desires and began thinking of my law
degree and license as a tool. Any education, training or experience you obtain are just tools that
can be used for various purposes depending upon your choice. Many people have bought into
the myth that to utilize a degree, license or specialized training in a non-traditional way is not
acceptable. Who says? That idea I simply found to be false. In the age of changing technology,
there are a greater number of people who choose alternative career paths than what they were
trained to do. The training or degree can become obsolete very quickly as the needs of our
society change.
If someone were to take away your degree, license or professional designation what would you
do? You may find it next to impossible to slow down and determine what it is you really want.
There lies the problem. NOW is your time. Give yourself permission to pay attention to what
you really want. In order to do that you must learn how to RELAX. It doesn’t happen overnight.
The more you learn to relax and allow the creative part of who you really are to surface, the more
your desires begin to surface.
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The process begins by getting present, being still and just allowing yourself to be open to
whatever comes up. The process can be described as:
1. DECOMPRESS from the chronic stress, too much work and operating on overload cycle;
2. DECLUTTER your mind from beliefs, opinions and things that might be keeping you from
discovering what it is you really want;
3. DECIDE you will not stop until you gain the clarity you need to determine what it is you truly
desire for your life.
What is it you really want? You may or may not know the answer to this question. It may be you
only know that the life you are living right now is not where you had imagined it to be.
Let me ask you some questions:





Do you realize your desires and definition of success may be changing?
Do you need a roadmap to help you discover what it is you really desire?
Do you wish to live authentically, aligned with a true sense of success internally and
externally?
Are you ready for a change and just needing some help to make it happen?

If you want to learn more, I’ve created the Blueprint How to Discover What You Really Want to
Do with Your Life
This guide will help you begin shifting your life in a new and exciting direction. The result is a
transformation that allows you to be who you really are and make a greater difference in the
world.
Some of the benefits are greater JOY, FULFILLMENT, and SATISFACTION. Imagine waking up
every day CONFIDENTLY knowing you are being who you really are and performing work you
desire and as a result are experiencing natural SUCCESS.
It is simply exhilarating living your life this way!!!
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5 Simple steps to discovering and
creating ultimate success
The information in this guide will help you create the most exciting career success imaginable.
After you read these steps, you might wonder why you haven’t heard this information. The truth
is I am not sure but one thing I am sure about, everyone wants a life in pursuit of a career they
love. Some people are lucky enough to know from the beginning what it is they really want. Then
there is the rest of us that have the fun job of figuring it out because it is not so obvious.
The truth is, deep down inside, you know whether the path you’re currently on is one you love
but you may not know what else to do. For many people, after they have pursued a college
education, a professional license or certification and maybe even a graduate degree, it is difficult
to just throw it all away if you’re not sure which path is right for you.
It’s been said that we are asked to choose a career with so little information and experience
about what we’re really signing on for.
Do you remember how you made the decision to choose your college major? Several people
close to me told me I’d make a great debater and that since I like to help people that maybe I
should consider going to law school. Even my guidance counselor stated that my career test
indicated I could do most anything I choose, and all the choices were available. Since I didn’t
want to do anything abstract, engineering was out. Forget blood, so no medicine. That left law
or teaching. I chose law because I liked helping people solve their problems. Asking someone to
decide what they want to do with most of their adult life as a teenager just doesn’t seem right,
does it? However, it’s the norm to invest or go into debt thousands of dollars to pursue an
education before you try on the career path. We certainly wouldn’t purchase a car or a home
without inspecting or test driving, so why don’t more of us test drive career paths?
That’s why I say it’s not your fault. If you’re like me, no one told you certain secrets to discovering
a career path that is a good fit for you. No one shared with me that over time external and
internal change would occur and that desires change over time. That’s okay because I had the
pleasure of figuring out which path was right for me. As I uncovered my desire to help people
create meaningful lives, I began doing just that. Hence, that is the reason I am sharing the
information in this guide with you. Actually, taking the time to discover what it is you really want
is the best and most exciting decision you could ever make.
If you are feeling restless, unfulfilled, bored or just hate the job you’re doing, now is the time to
reassess what’s next. After spending time exploring and working with countless individuals, I’d
like to share with you a few secrets before you begin exploring new territory. There are 5 simple
steps to creating career success that will make your heart sing.
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Secret #1
Forget About Choosing a Job Title or Profession
Whether you are secretly dreaming of having a different job or wishing you had never chosen a
certain career path, the place and space to begin making a change begins in your mind. This
concept sounded a little strange to me when I first heard it. It almost sounds a bit like
daydreaming, doesn’t it? Think for a moment, whenever you make a decision to choose a
different experience, whether it is learning a new skill, losing weight or working toward a
promotion, the first place to begin is in your mind.
The tide to begin any new change starts when you make up your mind to do something different,
even if all you have is a dream. Those urges to do something different, the spark of inspiration
to pursue and longings for a new experience are generated inside of you. What you do next is
critical to get you started on the path to a new authentic way of defining success.
Don’t just think about what is making you unhappy. You are unhappy. There is nothing to decide.
Commit to making a change or your life will continue to pass you by.
Think about what experience you want to create. Maybe you like performing certain tasks or
engaging in certain activities. One woman I worked with found herself wanting to organize
something all the time. It didn’t matter to her whether it was information, files, events, or
vacations, she just couldn’t get enough of putting parts together into a whole. What types of
activities or experiences bring you pleasure? Make a list of as many activities or task as you can
think of that keep you engaged. Forget about what job you can do or what is practical to do,
just list everything that commands your attention and enjoyment.
By beginning to think outside the box, your mind will roam free. The freedom will help you
uncover anything that may be hiding from you. Do this activity as often as you can.
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Secret #2
Follow Your True Desires
Do you know your true desires? Desires are deeply rooted inside of you and have probably been
there for a while. It may take some digging to uncover them. Most people are not even aware of
why they have certain desires or preferences. Some are just built into your DNA.
How do you know if what you’ve uncovered is
something you want versus something you
desire? One way to test whether a decision
you are considering is based upon a want or a
desire is to allow some time to go by and see
how you feel about your decision. If it is a
desire, it will resurface again. Sometimes you
just know in your gut and you probably have
known for some time that a particular thing is
what you really desire. Perhaps the particular
think you really desire is buried.

Getting a clear vision of what you truly desire is one of the keys to
discovering work that is right for you
Here are some of the clues as to the reasons your desires may not easily surface:





Maybe you’ve never asked the question in such a way that your desires can surface;
Maybe you are carrying beliefs, perceptions and experiences that don’t allow your
heartfelt desires to surface;
Maybe you are feeling a bit pressured to conform to expectations outside yourself; and
Maybe you simply have not taken the time to explore and discover your heartfelt desires.

Some of us may have been taught that it is selfish to pursue your dreams and desires. You may
have been taught that dreams and desires do not translate into jobs that make money. That
simply is not true. Once a heartfelt desire is identified, it is almost as if you must share this gift
with others. The demand for the gift determines the money to be exchanged.
Once you define your desires and decide to purse them, the life you want to create is within your
reach.
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Secret #3
Make Friends with Change
What would you like to change in your life?
Would you like to explore whether there is an alternative career or a business to start that is right
for you?
What would you like to gain?







Work less, more time to enjoy with your family?
Less stress?
Work that is more fulfilling?
More money to enjoy life?
Greater satisfaction as a result of the work you do?
More freedom and control over your time?

These may be some of the reasons you are seeking a change. Please know that change is easier
for some than others.

No one tells you that your current career will become unfulfilling or
that it may have been the wrong choice for you.
It is okay to change your career.
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Something to keep in mind, ahead of time….
Let’s say that you are ready to pursue this
career change. Because you want to consider
changing careers, you began the process of
getting clear on what you desire. Let’s suppose
you determine you’d like to start a business.
You read some books, go to some classes and
even talk to people who are doing what it is
that you are considering. Gaining knowledge is
just the beginning.
Some of the greatest success teachers tell us
that in order to change your life (make more
money, pursue a career change), you must first
change your thoughts. You will have resistance
in the process of changing your life. Make up
your mind ahead of time that resistance is
normal. Even with this knowledge resistance and fear will still combat you. Fear will rise and if
you know that ahead of time, there are ways you can face it and get around it. First, thank fear
for alerting you that there may be danger. Secondly, address fear with questions to determine
the source of the fear. Lastly, take baby steps in any new direction you choose. No one wishes
to fail or make the wrong decision and everyone doubts themselves every now and then.
Learning this secret to facing your fears is priceless.
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Secret #4
Connect Money with what is Meaningful to You
The secret to achieving the life you want is to connect the activity of making money with the
things in life that are meaningful to you.

The Money Exchange

It is important to determine the experiences you wish to have with your job or business because
the next step is to determine how to connect this with the exchange of value. What would you
be willing to pay for an exchange of certain services or product? This is where value is
determined. Whatever activity, service or product you desire to exchange; there is a way to find
out what value a purchaser is willing to exchange.
The trick is to determine what activity, service or product purchasers are asking to buy. This
secret is so critical to your success. Google search wheel is a great tool for this type of research.
The way to communicate with your customers, package products and services and market are
also critical to your success.
Have you heard the old adage do what you love and the money will follow? That is simply not all
there is to the secret. However, there is a way to connect your heartfelt desires with making a
profit. It takes some time and experience to make it happen. Knowing who can really help you
is a secret to success or failure. There are an awful lot of people who claim to know how to help
you so be aware and get some references. This could save you from investing hundreds if not
thousands of dollars without success. If you have experienced this, you may feel like you have
failed but that is really not the case.
One of my favorite authors, Napoleon Hill, says, EVERY great leader of the past has experienced
what he terms temporary defeat. I find that comforting. If failure is really only temporary defeat,
it means that you just need to go back to the drawing board. By the way, how many times did
Edison failed before he invented the light bulb? Just Google the answer, you’ll be surprised.
Meaningful work is not just about choosing something you love and making money. Many people
are just out there making money doing what they love but are broke. I’m talking about work that
makes your heart happy and provides so much benefit to others. Connect the dots and you are
sure to find a path that is right for you.
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Secret #5
LAST BUT NOT LEAST: Ask for Help
Doing this the hard way will invariably cost
you more in the long run. The greatest thing
I’ve ever done in this whole process of
changing my life is to admit I really need
help. Many of you already have a strong
determination and know how to persevere,
but this process of transitioning goes much
more smoothly if you have a person with
experience who genuinely cares to guide
you and tell you what to expect. When I
started this journey some years ago, it took
me years to figure out how to really get this
business off the ground. If I had worked on my mindset first, known what to expect, followed a
path and asked for help, I would have been wildly successful much earlier in the game. When I
decided to solicit help and invest in myself, things began to change for me.
Throughout this journey I have learned so many lessons, including how to fail, the value in
quitting and last but not least how to get out of my own way with my mindset. This certainly
qualifies me to help you to avoid doing the same. I have to say failure or what I like to call
temporary defeat, has been my greatest teacher. There were times, I banged my head against
the wall, skinned my knees and spent way more money than I had to in the process. At times it
wasn’t fun and was downright frustrating. This led me to get additional help. There are lots of
people who say they can coach you, help you and they even have great credentials and a fabulous
website, but the key is to find the help that is right for you.
Today, I am so proud of my personal progress and the privilege to share this journey with you. I
have your answers.
BONUS: SCHEDULE A FREE DISCOVERY STRATEGY SESSION
Email us at camille@camillewalker.com.
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5 Steps to discovering how to relax for success
The 5 Secrets to Creating Ultimate Success
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks below:
The 3 common mistakes people make when experiencing career restlessness and
dissatisfaction;
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________
How to escape the chaotic world of competition.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________

How to recreate your life in a way that makes you feel more alive.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________

Keys to aligning internal and external success.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________
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